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ADDITIONAL CARD

CARD UPGRADE 4X3 CARD TO:

EXTRAS

OTHER PRODUCTS

LARGE FORMATS

PRINTING PREMIUM ADD-ONS

PREMIUM UPGRADES
P50
P130
P280



Introducing our new range of luxury wedding invitations. Leerpress, a work of art. 
We use luxurious paper to create deep impressions.

28 working days from the Friday cutoff
Minimum order of 100 pcs. Order range from 50 to 99 pcs has a charge of P1,500.

Build your own unique package.

Leerpress printing is a technique of relief printing using a manually hand fed printing press,
 a process by which many copies are produced by repeated hand fed one by one direct impression of an inked platen press. 
raised surface against sheets or a continuous roll of paper. A skilled worker composes and locks movable type into the "bed" or
 "chase" of a press, inks it, and presses paper against it to transfer the ink from the type which creates an impression on the paper.

THE PREMIUM COLLECTION



colored envelope with liner



off white envelope
with liner      

4x3 off white envelope

off white envelope
with liner      



off white envelope
with liner



OTHER COLORS
AVAILABLE



gold foil stamp
off white envelope with liner





off white envelope
with liner

main page with emboss names



emboss names

emboss word: entourage

emboss words:
rsvp, gis, aire, map



envelope flap blind emboss

choice of:
foil stamp, emboss or leerpress
for the names of couples only





lasecut in any choices of paper color
*price may change depending on the intricacy of the design



Every great dream begins with a 
dreamer. A lways remember, you have 
within you the strength, the patience, 
and the paion to reach for the 
stars to change the world.

-Harrie Tubman
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Full print pocketfold

Pocketfold when folded

Bellyband w/ enclosure












